DCYSA Soccer Meeting Thursday 8/8/19
All coaching cards renew in the fall, $5
DCYSA Added South Davidson, Southwood, and Fairgrove (will play at their fields this season)
Concussion Education/Training
NC Concussion Law
DCYSA will provide website education to parents/coaches
Mandatory DCYSA Uniform: Jersey with DCYSA logo and Socks
Welcome request to DCYSA: paint fields (8 total), mark corners for future reference (true square fields)
BBQ Festival Host Site, Churchland, ALL communities volunteer, DCYSA’s fundraiser, nets ~$3,000 (host community
keeps concessions) Bracket released week of 9/9/19, $3 admission 16 and up, U4 and U6 will play, everyone gets a
trophy in U4 and U6
Referees are set, no change outs or request to replace a given ref
If losing by 8, losing team adds player, if no players to add, winning team removes a player
Churchland is very aware of the terrible road access they have to their field and are seeking options to fix.
All Coaches must do risk management training (video)
New Coaches
1. Risk Management
2. Abuse Prevention Training
DCYSA has an account balance of ~$11,000
Hasty has outstanding balance of $1,054 (membership fees)
Schedule
9/14 Arcadia
9/21 Midway
9/28 Reeds
10/5 Southwood
10/12 South Davidson
10/14-20 BBQ Festival Tournament @ Churchland
10/26 Welcome
11/2 East Davidson (Fairgrove)
Make sure field markings are correct, posted diagrams are INCORRECT, posted description are CORRECT
DCYSA Parent/Coaches Meeting Sunday 9/8/19 @ Welcome Gym
175 in attendance from Welcome/Arcadia/Midway
DCYSA Pres- Tasha Lanier, VP- Brandy Powell, Tres- Christy Broden?, Secr- Michelle Butalla, Discipline/Appeals- Rob
Porvince
DCYSA had 1,026 registrations last season, 2nd/3rd largest soccer organization in NC
Motion made to reduce quorum from 10% to 5%, none opposed, passed
Coaches NEED to have: Coaches Card, Roster Sheet, and ID (picture of all 3 is valid)
Coaches MUST SHOW coaching card to receive free admission to games
Rosters will be available at the concession stand in Tasha’s folder
NO JEWERLY (cannot cover with Band-Aids/tape)
Discipline/Appeals:
Zero Tolerance, Ejection policy is Parent, Kid, and Spouse/Partner/SO/GF/BF/Grandparent
DCYSA will not tolerate parents/adults waiting in parking lots to “talk” to refs
2nd Ejection the child will be removed from DCYSA roster and not allowed to return
Refs/DCYSA Board Member will write the ejection situation up (match report)
If parent sees something, they need to notify Field Marshal, Parent Liaison, or Coach Liaison.
Welcome has a no weapons policy because of shared school property.
DCYSA has a no pets policy.

